
Judgement/Justice 

8-07-15 
HP) Bride, come with Me; render unto Me; accept fullness of My Judgments; 
understand each; take not lightly; procrastinate not; accept; Power within My 
Judgments; handle rightly; understand, rightly 

8-22-15 
HP) Glory, Glory; shining down; upon; know there is judgment in all things; man 
has not realized; My Chosen, grasp this truth; every word, every act, every reaction 
contains judgment; there is no escaping; no escaping; it is fact 

10-04-15 
HP) My judgments in place; they must be; no escaping; no grey; either yea or 
nay; make it known; panic not; tell them obedience to Me is key 

10-18-15 
HH) serious times; Praises heavy with travail; be not surprised; must be; sit; My 
judgment coming forth; not all will withstand; My people, you must be strong; 
stand sure in My promises; solid in the foundation I have provided; acknowledge My 
presence among you; admonish the one who devours; raise the Hallelujahs; raise 
them among My people; raise them in the battle; raise them wherever you are; raise 
them; let the true raising begin; continual ringing; 

4-27-16 
L) Justice; I call forth Justice for My Bride; Bride, deny any injustice; deny by My 
given authority; hesitate not; let not injustice have any purchase 

6-06-16 
HP) justice, I will have justice; My laws, principles, and ways; Bride, Bride, clearly 
fulfill your purposes; your assignments; regret not; act within the rights of your 
positions; your Mantles; encroach not; lust not after another's position or Mantle; I 
have spoken 
HH) enter My plane; place your feet where I trod; judgment time; the time has 
come; the beginnings of My Judgment; sit; for some it will be as a harsh knock; 
Bride be prepared for their questions; give them truth; only truth; cloud not with 
sympathy; My truth must prevail; apply My principles they must traverse My legal 
pathways; lead them; each step filled with purpose; understand; lead them into My 
understanding; 

6-25-16 
L) Judge, Judge, Judge, I am Judge; mankind understands not; Bride, grasp the 
facets of My Judgeship; look beyond man's comprehension; look and grasp 

10-03-16 
HH) much to adjudicate; I have your heart; remember that; you may sit; allow 
adjudication from Me to come forth as I deem; (adjudicate Dennis and me) 
adjudicate-To try and determine judicially; as, the court adjudicated upon the case. 



10-11-16 
HH) come forth; justified, My Bride is Justified; obey, obey, obey; now sit; receive; 
receive My protection; (I receive Your protection, allow it and activate that allowance by 
the ANJ.) so be it; angels about; (I asked for protection for Jacob and those with him 
to the FFA conference, while they are there, and their way back home safely.) done;  
invoke My Praises; (did, allowed and activated) permission granted; see to it, see to 
it, see to it; 

10-16-16 
HP) silent; you are in the calm; yes, breathe it in; move on 
HH) yes, come; prepare ye the way; make way, make way, make way; yes, I will 
guide; be not concerned; be ready; ready for My instructions; time to sit; 
adjudicate as I give; placate not; placate no one; (adjudicated no placating) sterile; 
Bride that clean; (adjudicated the Bride be sterile clean) send Hope and Mercy to 
cover your path; placate-To appease or pacify; to conciliate. 

10-17-16 
HH) Protocol; enter; jurisprudence; allow; (did and activated) careful attention; 
Bride must pay careful attention; read and study the archives I've given; details 
overlooked; important; crucial details; jurisprudence: the science of law 

11-02-16 
HH) sit; adjudicate, My Child, as I reveal; you shall level the playing field; (I then 
saw a very flat plane.) My steps must be followed; (I agree, Father.) agreement 
accepted; stay ready, Child, stay ready; second chances are being given; reveal as I 
give; slates are being wiped clean; tell as I say to whom I say; this assignment 
imperative; Roy must know and join in; first stages a portrayal; to be portrayed 
before teaching the body; 

11-18-16 
HP) Judgment has come; many have succumbed to My Judgment; interfere not;  

Keys 

2-11-14 
HH) load, accept only My load; recognize; shackles off; guide My people in removing 
them; you have the keys to unlock; use them; break all powers of the enemy; all; freely 
give of selves; (Red) 

11-28-14 
HH) glean, glean; glean My truth; be aware of truth; shy not away; seek the freedom of 
My truth; assurance; allow it to unlock, break the locks of Satan's shackles; vortex, 
vortex, 



vortex; seek Me; 

3-19-15 
HP) Remember, instant obedience; (Red) (DRT) imperative; imperative; take not 
lightly; instant is key; recognize Me instantly; know what is of Me instantly; rid 
selves of hesitation; get it out 

12-01-15 
L) Key; I am the key to all things; I hold all answers; help them to understand; 
understand to come to Me and not men; 

1-14-16 
HP) you honor Me with obedience; Obedience, major key; keys unlock, open; think 
on this; true, absolute Obedience must be; grasp the depths and the facets there; 
using a key to grasp a key; wisdom 

2-09-16 
HH) sit; silent; gather up healing; apply like a poultice; obedience is key; 

5-18-16 
HH) My warrior; know all your equipment; yes, I have equipped you with much; all 
is for you to use against Our enemy; know it, use it; use every key I've given; gather 
the keys; carry and use; Praise Be to My Name; 


